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, SUMMARY .

A thermal ice-prevention system for the B-17F airplane
has been developed at the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory of
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics in coopera-
tion with the Materiel Command of the Army Air Forces. and
the Boeing Aircraft Company. The report inolude~ a desorlp-
tion of the daOign, an outline of the deaign,analyeie, and
a pr.esentatlon and discueslon of flight-teet thermal data
taecured under non-icing conditions. Performance of the
system under natural icing conditions is to be presented
In a supplementary report. “

The baeic Idea in the deeign of the system described
was to raiee the temperature of the surfaces to be pro-
tected from ice formations by subjecting the inner facem
to a Btream of heated air. The sources of heated air were
three exhauat-gas-to-alr heat exchangers: one located in
each outboard nacelle, and the third located in the right
inboard nacelle. A double-skin type of construction wae “
employed over the forward portion of the wlngm and tatl
wrfaces. The heated air was caused to ciroulate by the “
dynamic pressure of the air etream.

The deralgn analysis wae based upon a procedure devel-
oped by the ML. The critical design dats which apply to
the B-17E airplane installation, and their method of calcu-
lation, are preeented.

Sufficient instrumentation was provided in the Inetak
latlon to allow for determination of the heat flow ,through-
out the system. Tables are presented of the temperatures
of the heated circulating air and eurfacea~ “and the capacity
of the heat exchangers~ in fllghte at 10,000 and 18,000 feet
pres6ure altitude. Curves are presented showing the exhaust
gas and circulating air-preetaure drop6 for one of the ex-
changers, baeed upon investigations in flight with the
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exchanger installed upon a single-engine test airplane.
. . .

The test data indicate that the thermal ice-prevention
ayatem removee, from the exhaust gae, about 10 percent of
the heat available above free-air temperature. Ba~ed upon
experience gained with previous thermal ice-prevention in-
stallations, in flight under natural icing conditions, the
heat flow in the ayatem.in sufficient to provide satisfac-
tory ice protection for the wing outer panels, but may be
inadequate for the empennage and wing tips.

IETRODUOTION

In cooperation with the Materiel Command of the Army
Air l?orces, the Boeing Aircraft Company, and several equip-
ment manufacturing companies, the AAL has designed, .~
installed, and tested in flight a thermal Ice-prevention
system for the B-17F airplane. The work was undertaken at
the request of the Materiel Command, for whom the A& had
previously designed and tested several thermal ice-preven-
tion systems on a Lockheed 12A airplane (reference 1) and
one system on a Consolidated B-24D airplane (reference 2).
Appreciation is extended to representatives of the Boeing
Aircraft Company, Messre. Roy Ostling and John Riley, who
contributed valuable experience to the development of the
project.

DESCRIPTION Or THE ICE-PREPEHTIOH EQUIPMZET

The B-17Y airplane Is shown in figure 1. The airplane
Is a mldwing monoplane of the heavy bombardment type,
powered by four Wright model R-1820-97 engines, having a
sea-level rating of 1000 horsepower. Each engine is
equipped with an exhaust-driven type B-2 turbosupercharger.

The general layout of the thermal ice-prevention sys-
tem for the B-17Y airplane is shown in figure 2. Heated
air is obtained from exhaust-gas-to-air heat exchangers in
nacelles.1~ 30 and 4 and directed to the regions to be
heated by a system of thin-wall, aluminum-alloy ducts.

The design of the equipment for the wing outer-panel
leading edge from stations 19A to 33 is shown in figure 3.
The flow of the heated air is directed along the inner
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face of the airfoil skin in a chordwise direction by cor-
,Lrugated aheete attached to the outer .nkin.- -These sheets
extend from rib to rib and consist of upper and lower por-
tions, separated at the leading edge to provide an opening
for the heated” air to enter the. chordwlse passages. Both
portions terminate at’ appro+lmately 15 percent of the wing
chord. Distribution of the heated air to the chordwise
passages is obtained-by means of a spanwiee bulkhead placed
at 4 percent of the wing chord. All of the heated air for
the outer panel is delivered to.the single spanmise duct
at its inboard end, in contrast to the multi-duct supply
system employed Iu the 3=24D desigu of reference 2. The
tru~s structure of the front spar allows the air to pass
Into the wing interior, and from there it Is discharged
through the aileron slot. The outer-panel leading edge .
during revisions, before the 4-percent-chord bulkhead was
Installed, is shown in figure 4, and the completed leading
edge ae viewed from tho rear is ehown In figure 5.

The deeign of the wing-tip ice-prevention installation
Is shown in figure 6. The spanwise duct ie terminated at
the tip joint by a eolld wing rib web. The heated air for
the wing tip, therefore, 16 obtained from the interior of
the wing outer panel and hae flowed through the chordwiee
paOeageO.

The carburetor and intercooler atr inlete are located
in the wing leading edge near the nacelleO, two inlete
being provided for each engine. In inetallation~ of this
type, there is a tendency for ice to accumulate on the
edges of these inlets, particularly the lower lip. Because
protection for all edges was unpracticable, an experimental
installation was provided for the lower lips only of the
Intakee for the right outboard engine. Heated air is eup-
plied to the eurfacee to be protected by a l-inch branch
from the supply duct to the wing outer-panel leading edge
(fig. 7). Elattened outlets cause the heated air to im-
pinge on the lower edges of the intake openings.

The thermal ice-prevention deeign for the wing inboard
panel (statione 8, 9, and 10) Is shown In figure 8. A
portion of the heated air from the exchanger in nacelle 3
is diverted to the Inboard pan”el”leading edge, as shown In
figure 2, and enters a semicircular spanwise duct located .
on the lower surface of the wing. At the forward edge of
the spanwise distribution duct~ the air enters a narrow
passage; formed between the Inner and outer skins, which
is continuous around the leading edge. The gap between
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the two skins is l/16-inch and extends over the forward
4 percent of the leading edge, top and bottom. The a5r
is discharged into the wing interior at the gap outlet on
the upper surface. The left wing leading edge was revised
in the same manner as the right wing, but was not connected
to a supply of heated air, Fending the possible installa-
tion of a heat exchanger In nacelle 2.

The primary fuaction of the heat exchanger In nacelle
3 is to furnish heated air for the empennage. The supply
duct from nacelle 3 to the empennage is indicated-in fig-
ure 2. Portions of the duct inside the right wing, and
Inside the fuselage, are shown In figures 9 and 10. The
entire duct line from the nacelle to the empennage was
Insulated with a l-inch thick blanket of rock-wool type
material and covered,with linen cloth.

Details of the fin and dorsal thermal ice-prevention
system are shown in figure 11. Considering first the
dorsal heating system, heated air is carried to the lead-
ing edge in a 3-inch bypass from the main empennage duct.
This air is directed into a passage formed by the dor~al
leading-edge inner skin and a baffle located about 6 Inches
from the leading edge. The heated air leaves the passage
through holes in the leading edge of the inner skin and
flows through the 0.06-inch gap between the outer and
inner skins.

The fin leading ed~e is heated in a manner identical
to that described for the dorsal. Heated air for the
leading-edge system is supplied by a 3-inch duct located
just aft of the joint between the dorsal and vertical fin.
A portion of the leading edge, typical for both fin and
dorsal, is shown In figures 12 and 13.

The lce-Prevention equipment for the horizontal sta-
bilizer Is. shown in figure 14. A single 3-inch supply duct
to each stabilizer branches into three leading-edge ducts.
The stabilizer leading edge was not removable, and the
somewhat complicated system of ducts shown in figure 14
was required to obtain a satisfactory temperature distribu-
tion without redesigning the leading edge.

The heated air in the leading-edge ducts passes
through slots located on the forward face of the ducte,
through holes In the nose inner skin, and through a 0.05-
Inch gap between the inner and outer skins. ~low of the
air to the interior of the stabiliser is prevented by a
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epauwise bulkhead aft of the slotted tubes. Details of
“ the”stabil izer-l-ce-prevent ion” installation are shown in
figures 15 and 16. Por the entire empennage design, the
outer skin of the leading edge covers approximately the
same surface nrea as that “originally occupied by the
rubber de-leers.

To facilitate the heat-exchanger design, a removable
portion of the exhaust stack between the collector ring
and the turbosupercharger was modified to give more ,heat-
tranefer area. The altered exhaust stack for one of the
outboard nacelles Is shown In figure 17. The main shell
and inner fins constst of a single oheet of stabilize

tstainless eteel, folded longitudinally to form the in er
fins and welded at the eeam and fin ends. The outer fins
are formed by cutting slots In 2-inch wide by 0.040-izmh
thick copper strips. The slots are l/16-inch wide and
are spaced to provide for fins l/8-inch wide, The solid
portion of the strips wae inserted between the folds fern+
ing the inner fins and was furnace-brased to the steinless
steel. The outer fins were then twisted 90° so that the
direction of the l/8-inch dimeneion would coincide with
that of the air flow. The asbestos cloth seals shown at
the ends of the exchanger in figure 17 are designed to
fit against the exhaust-stack shroud and prevent air
leakage.

The hsat exchanger air-intake scoope are attached to
the sides of the nacelles ae shown ionfigure 18 for the
right inboard nacelle and figure 19 for the outboard
nacelles. For later fllght tests under natural icing con-
ditions, the intake lips were heated with warm air taken
from behiud the cowl flaps.

The heated-air outlet from the “exchanger in the right
outboard nacelle is shown in figure 20. An overboard dump
system Is provided by the inetallatlon of a plate valve
inside th6 mafn duct which can divert the air out through
the rectengu~ar opsning shown in the figure. h removable
duct ssction is attached to the flange of the rectangular
outlet, and the air is dumped as shown in figure 21. The
-Installation of-the dump:valve drive motor for the right...
outboard nacslle is shown in flgmre 22. !Che heated-air
outlet and d-imp valve for” the exchanger in the right in-
board nacelle are shown In figure 23. The valve drive
motor installation is shown in figure 24.
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A separate ewitch for each dump-valve drive motor is
installed on the pilotTe Instrument panel (fig. 25). These
switches are of the toggles snap-poaltion type, and the
motor Is stopped at the extremes of the valve travel by
llmit contacts in the circuit. An Iron-constantan thermo-
couple is installed in each exchanger outlet and is con-
nected to a selector switch, which in turn is connected
to a temperature indicator (fig. 25). A sine-strip eafety
device is also installed in each exchanger outlet. Should
leakage of exhaust gas into the air side of the heat ex-
changer cause the air temperature to exceed 800° H, the .
zinc strip is melted and a war”ning light is operated.

The distribution of the heated air from the right
inboard exchanger is controlled by means of nine butterfly
valves in the system, located a-s shown In figure 2. The
valves are not ad~ustable in flight; therefore the set-
tings for the desired distribution were determined in pre-
liminary flight tests, and the valves were fixed at these
positions.

Design Analysis of Thermal Ice-Prevention Equipment

The design analysis procedure for the B-17F airplane
was almoet Identical to that outlined for the B-24D air-
plane” in reference 2. The results of the analysis, and a
condensation of the step-by-step procedure of reference 2
as applied to the wing outer panel, are presented in this
report. The nomenclature is the same as that listed in
reference 2. ●

For purposes of design, an indicated airspeed of 155
miles per hour and a pressure altitude of 18,000 feet were
assumed.

~_h4E3um4Li0n of free air temperature.- A free
air temperature of Oo F was assumed.

. Assumption of average temperature at whichStep 2 -..—-—
the heated surface ie to be maintained.- A~;verage temper-.—— ——-———.— ——
ature rise of 900 Y was assumed for the wing outer-panel
surface to Which direct heating could be applied. In the
case of the Bu17F airplane, direct heating was applied to
the forward 16 percent of the wing chord, as compared with
10 percent of the chord for the B-24D airplane.

.
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St8~ 3. Calculation of the heat-transf~ coefficient
. . . betw.ean-the wing.——- aurface and the ambient air.- The heat-—.

transfer coefficient h wae calculated by equation (1)
of reference 2. The effect of change in altitude upon the
value of the tranefer coefficient has been neglected In
the equation. The heat-transfer coeffioiantta for the lead-
ing edge as calculated by equation (1) of reference 2 are
plotted in figure 26.

~~ac~n~t~~~~heat flow from the... ———.-——-
0s Itical deaiKh surface.- The heat removed from. the lead-
ing edge outer eurface wae calculated by equatiop (2) of
kbferencd 2. The value of a for the wing leading edge
forwar~ of the front spar in plotted in figure 26. The
average values of h and e from figure 26 arB..L5.5.B$u~
per hour, equare’.feet, ‘~, and 3.9 feet, respectively.
From equation (2) of reference 2, the heat flow from the
leading edge:

Q =(h ) s(t) 15.5 X211 x 309 x 90
6-? 0=7 av 0-7 av = 12

Q = 95,000 Btu per hour
S-.7

~~psg of th~recauired heat cnnacity for
the circulatlv—---- air.- Ae stated in reference 2, the quan-
tity of heat supplied to the leading-edge ayatem in the
circulating air is usuall~ taken ae two to four times the
amount of heat transferred through the leading-edge outer
surface, For the B-17Y design, a value of two to two and
one-half times the quantity of heat calculated in step 4
waa considered sufficient. The design capacity for the
outboard heat exchangers was approximately established at
between 190,000 and 240,000 Btu per hour.

&e~ 6. Calculation or tassum~tlon of air-flow rate--——
throu~h heat exchan~er.- The B-17F exchangers are almost

“ identioal to those employed in the B-24D airplane, and for
design purpoaee the air-flow rate wae assumed to be the
sames or 2730 “p”ounds ~er hour.

&eD 7. Calculation of heat-exohanger canacity and
air teumerature. ri~.- Heat-exchanger dimensions which
prevloue experience had Indicated would satisfy the require-
ments of stepo 5 and 6, and would provide a temperature rise
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of approximately 300° ~, werq assumed. The exchanger per-
formance was then calculated. The resulting heat output
was 213,000 Btu ~er hour~ with a temperature rise of 320° F,
The quantity of heat supplied to the wing Intertor aft of.
15-percent chord then becomes 213,000 minus 95,000, or
118,000 3tu per hour.

$te~ 8. Desi~of the heated-air nasaa~es.- The use of.—— .—————
the B-24D type corrugation In the B-17Y design wae consid-
ered deslrabie from ~ production standpoint. ‘With the “
corrugation sise and the air-flow rate fixed, the design
problem was reduced to the determination of the outer-
surface temperature produced by these conditions. The heat
flow from a single chordwise paesage, at eeveral spanwise
locations, wae Investigated.

step” 9. ADpllcation of steps 2, 3, and 4 to Individual
The heat ??1ow from a eingle chordwieechordwise etri~ta.- ‘-—’

~a~~ at any station ie given by equation (4) of refer-
ence 2 ae:

For the B-17F wing outer panel at etation 19,

h
S-7

= 14.1 t
B-7

= 90° r m = 4.75 feet

and therefore,

q = 502 Btu per hour per corrugation
6-7

S&LIO. AeBU mption of weight distribution of heat~
a~.- The weight distribution of the heated air alon the

—.

%span was aseumed the same as $or the B-24D deeign (eq ation
(5), reference 2).

—

i
‘avw= ‘av Y-

The value of w at station 19 thefi becomes:

2730 ~
J-

3.88
w = = 5.85 pounds per hour “

2 x 211 4.75

I
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note that w is the actual air flow in a single upper or
lower chordwise passage and therefore equals one-half the
flow per corrugation.

Step 11 . Calculation of the temp eratu~e dron of the
heated air_~ the chordwlse pasaages.- The temperature——
drop Is determined by an adaptation of equation (3) of
reference 20 Yor the air in a single passage at station
19: d

%
‘%-7 =

-.t3=—
502—— = 176° E

20PW 2 X 0.244 X 5.85

Aseuming the heated air enters the passage with tempera-
ture t“= 320° y, the “average temperature In the paesage,

ta =320 -+=232°~
av

Ste~ 12. Design of the heated-air passa~e to produce
the reauired heat fl~.-—. — The method employed to calculate
the heat-transfer coefficient for the inner surface of the
wing for the B-17~ was identical to that ueed for the
B-24D. E’or the corrugation at station 19:

G ~=
5.85

= = 2.13 pounds per second,
“A 3600 X 0.000765 square feet

G De 2.13 X 0.0172 X 106
Re = —= = 2490

w 1.47

‘a-s ‘e s 10 5—- . (curve M, fig. 22, reference 2)
k

43-. =
0.0159 X 10,6— = 9.66 Btu per hours _

0.0172 square feet8 ‘3’

,..

The average temperature
the available heat flow
beoomes:

. . . . ---

In the alr passage being 232° F,
to the outer skin per corrugation
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Qa-e = ha-~ x * (t.*av - te)

= 9,66 X ~ (232 - 90)

= 544 Eta per hour per corrugation

The calculated rates of heat flow per corrugation of 644
Btu per hour to the outer surface, and 502 Btu per hour
from the outer surface, are in satisfactory agreement.
The analysis for the remainder of the wing outer-panel
leading””edge was completed by the method Just outlined,
and the results are presented In figure 27.

The analysis procedure for the empennage was similar
to that employed for the winge. The heat-transfer coef-
ficient for the outer surface of the leading-edge akin .
of the horl~ontal stabiliser were calculated by equation
(1) of reference 2, and are presented in figure 28. The
heat-transfer coefficients for the dorsal and fin leading
edges were not calculated, an average value of 12 Btu per
hour per square foot per or being assumed. The heated
air at a total flow rate of 2700 pounds per hour wae
assumed to reach the empennagd at a temperature of 250° F.

h De
The values of

T
corresponding to the curve for air

flow in narrow gaps from figure 22 of reference 2, were
used in determining the heat-transfer coefficient for the
inner surface of the outer ekln. In using thte curves
Iieynolds number was baaed upon d (the gap width) rather
than 2d (the gap hydraulic radius for 1 ft of span).

The results of the analysis for the stabilizer are
presented in figure 29, and for the dorsal and fin, in
figure 30. The analysis showed a required heat flow of
62,000 Btu per hour to each Bide of the stabiliser and
38,500 Btu

~
er hour to the dorsal and fin. Based upon an

assumed 320 P temperature rise in the right inboard heat
exchanger, the design capacity of the exchanger became “
approximately 208,000 Btu per hour.

.

The pressure drop in the heated-air pa~aagea and tha
mpply ducte was calculated by equation (6) of referenc~ do
which la written:
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d’ (Va - VI ). + fav lima
Pi-Pa= ‘av

g 2gm.. .. .,., . !, .,.

The value of the friction factor f was obtained from
figure 24 of reference 2. In the case of the chordwiae
passages, Reynolds number was based upon the equivalent
diameter (four times the hydraulic radius), and the curve
for laminar flow in pipes was used. In the oaee of the
empennage gaps, Reynolds number was baaed upon the gap
width d, and the curve for flow in narrow gaps was used.
To estimate the pressure drop in the spanwlse duct of the
wing outer panel, the drop per foot was calculated for
several points along the span and plotted as shown In fig-
ure 31. The average value was” multiplied by the duct
length to obtain the total, 0.3 Inch of water (fig. 27).
This pressure drop was oonaidered uegliglble when compared
to that in the chordwise passagea and, therefore, no extra
supply ducts to the leading edge (as required for the
B-24D) were included in the B-17~ design. The calculated
pressure drops for the empennage gaps are shown In figures
29 and 30.

Instrumentation of the B-17F Airplane for Tests

Thermocouples, pressure orifices, and venturi meters
were included in the design of a portion of the B-17~ air-
plane thermal ice-prevention equipment in order to measure
the performance of the installation in flight teats. The
following factors were considered to be of Intereet:

(1) Quantity of air flow through the heat exchangers

(2) Teqeratures of the heated air throughout the system

(3) Temperatures of the heated surfaoes: namely, wing
and empennage outer surfaoee and several points
on the internal structure

(4) Temperature of the exhaust gas

Considerat$oB.was given t.o ?easuring the exhauet gas
and air-pressure drops across the heat exchangers but the
ducting installations did not lend themselves readily to
such measurements. Satisfactory data for the right inboard
exchanger, however, were obtained when the exchanger was
installed on a single-engine test airplane with ducting
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very similar to the B-17~ Inetallatlon. These data are
presented In figure 32. The pressure drops In figure 32

correspond to tbe actual difference in statio pressures
measured at the exchanger inlet and outlets tn ducts of
equal croOO-Oectlonal area.

The air flow through the exchanger was measured with
venturi meters; one installed In the 5-inch ~UPPIY duet. to
the wing outer panel, and the other in the 5-inch supply
line to empennage (fig. 2). The 5-inch venturi meter could
not be located between the exchanger outlet and the bypass
to the wing inner panel because of installation difficulties,”
The air-flow rate obtained with this meter, therefore, ~ae
not an exaat measurement of the flow through the exchaziger,
and the exchanger capacities based upon thie flow rate are “
slightly slightly conservative. The deviation from the
true exchanger capacity was not considered to be of suffi-
cient magnitude to warrant additions to the instruments-tion.
The locations of the veaturi-meter pressure orifices are
shown in figure 33. Tha pressure drops at the venturi .
metere were obtained with e water manometer. The meterw
were calibrated before installation.

All temperatures were measured with iron-constantaa
thermooouplee and a Lewita potentiometer. An identification
drawing for the thermocouple locations is presented in
figure 33. The dash numbers following the thermocouple .
numbers refer to the type of thermocouple mounting as de-
tailed in figure 34.

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

I’ive flights were made to test the performance of the
thermal Ice-prevention equipment. During the firet three
flights, ad~uetmente were made in the heated-air supply .
lines by means of the butterfly valves in order to obtain
a satisfactory temperature distribution over the heated
surfaces. Two more flights were then conducted to secure
complete thermal data; one at 108000 feet, and the other
at 18,000 feet pressure altitude. The test data from these
last two flights are presented in tables I, II, and III.
The thermocouple and pressure-orifice designations oorre-
epond to those ehown In figure 33.

The data from table 11. flight 2~ indicate that an
average temperature rice of approximately 100° ~ waa ob-
tained over the forward 15 percent of the wing outer-panel
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leading edge for an air-flow rate of 71 percent, and a
-. hea$-exchanger capaolty of 85 percent., -of the design fig-

ure8. The temperature rise over the first 5 percent of
the chord was considerably higher than the rlee from 10-
to 15-percent chord. Although the deeign features of the
outer panel expose the foremost part of the airfoil to the
warmest air, at leaet a part of the large temperature drop
experienced at about 5-percent chord 1s believed to be
oaused by”transition from lamlnar to turbulent flow occnzr-
rlng In that locallty. An approximation of the heat flow
through the skin over the wing outer panel forward of 15-
peroent o.herd was obtained by calculating the average air-
temperature drop through the ohordwiee paaeages from the
flight-test data. The total heat flow was 85,000 Btu per
hour for flight 1, and 88,000 Btu per hour for flight 2,
or approximately 50 percant of the heat supplied to the
leading-edge system. This is equivalent to about 1250 Btu
per hour per square foot of wing leading-edge surface.
These figures for total heat flow are In good agreement
with the design figure of 95,000 Btu per hour; howevert
attention is &ireoted to the fact that the test data do
not allow aoaurate determination, and the agreement 1s
fortuitous.

Approximately 104,000 Btu per hour (72 hp) was ex-
tracted from the exhaust gas In each outboard engine, or
about 10 percent of the heat available (above free-air
temp.) in the gae.

A considerable temperature gradient was obeerved
around the Inboard eection leading edge (table III). A
more even temperature distribution could be obtained by
inoreaslng the gap size, or if neoessary, tapering the
gap. Bboause the system may be aatiefactory in Ite pres-
ent form, theee changee were not made pending further teets.

The data from table III also indicate that the temper-
ature rises of the dorsal, fin, and stabilizer leading
edges are below deeign valuess but not to a aerloue degrees
Whether or not the taurfaoe~ have been heated sufficiently
to provide eatisfaotory iae proteotlon oan only be deter-

‘ mined by fllghte in natural icing oonditlone, but present
---- -- avalla-ble information augga-st.sthat-only minor-alterations~

if any, will be required.

The capacity of the exchanger In the right inboard
naoelle wae 90 percent of the deeign values at an air-flow
rate of 74 percent of deelgn. Theee flguree are sub~ect to
a elight correction for air flow to the inboard section.
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1. Present available data on heat flow are adequate .
to permit the design of thermal ice-prevention equipment
for metal airplanes on the basis of required temperature
rise kt specified locatione. Preliminary flight tests of .
the B-17~ installation, under non-icing conditions, indi-
cate that the design temperature are~ with minor excep-
tione~ realised.

2, Based upon experience gained in flights under
natural icing conditions with previou8 similar designs~
the heat flow in the system desoribed for the B-17F air- .
plane la auff.icient to provide aatiafaotory ice protection .
for the wing outer panels, but may be inadequate for the
empennage and wing tips.

hem Aeronautical Laboratory,
IIational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Uoffett ~ield, Ualif.
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couple Fli#lt

G1

G2

NW

Ah

A7

M

A9

J@+

All

i14

A5

A6

K13

Pressure altitude, f9et ., ..

Correct Indicated ai.rspged, mph

Tem&rature of gas tito exchanger 4, OF

Temperature of gas out of exchanger b, ‘1’

Free air tcuperatum, ‘B’

%eight of air to outboard section, pounde per hour

Temperature of air into exchanger b, 03’

Temperature of alr out of exchanger 4, ‘F

Temperature rise, ‘F

Heat to air, Btu per hour

Air temperatures, ‘r

Air into gap, station 20

Air at upper gap exit, station 20

Air at lower gap oxlt, etation 20

Air In wing near aileron gep, station 20

Air into gap, station 2*

Air Into ga~, station 25

Alr at upper gap exit, station 25

Air at lower gap exit, station 25 .

Air in wing near aileron gap, station 2%

Wumbers correspond to thermocouple locations on fig. 33.

%easured at kin. venturi.
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1
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155
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171,500
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155
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.1,940.
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Thermo
mupl e
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Alo

Al

42

A3

A12

Ax

s76

S75

S25

s26

627

s2g

B2g

S30

631

639
.,
‘“““S20

ml

S22

s23

night

Air tito gap, station 29

Air into gap, station 33

Air at upper ~p exit, etatton 33

Air at lower gap exit, station 33 -

Air in wing near aileron ~, station 32

Air tito gap, wing tip, station35

Skin temperature, 01 above free alr temperature

Interoooler air intake lip at 5-percent ohord,
Otation l%

Carburetor air intake lip at >percent ohord,
Otation la

On nose, etation 20

Upper at 3-permnt ohord, station 20

Lower at >percent ohord, station 20

T@per at Ef-permmt ohord, station 20

Lower at g-percent ohord, station 20

Upper at lJ-permnt ohord, etatlon 20

Lower at l>percent ohord, station 20 .

Upper near aileron gap, station 20

On’’hd00isttition’~ ‘“s “ ‘ - “< - - ‘

~er at J-percent ohord, @
.

Lower at S+ercent ohord, etation 2*

Upper at 12-percent ohord, station ~

1

Zog

267

137

152

gk

132

40

40

130

94

105

%

76

30

50

lb

“217

160

180

68

2

321

2fif7

122

1~

84

112

59

59

145..

116

126

59

gg

44

59

..29

271

197

229

93
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——.

824

S13

Slb

S15

s16

S17

S18

S19

s52

S53

S33

S34

S54

S55

S35

s36

637

8y3

Sg

S9

Slo

Sll

WBIiElII (Oontinued)

E’ll&ht

Lower at 12-permnt chord, station 22*

On nose, station 25

Upper at k-permnt chord, station 25

Lower at kpercent chord, station 25

~per at &percent chord, station 25

Lower at S-percent chord, station 25

Up2er at 13-percent chord, station 25

Lower at lJ-2ercent OhOrd, etation 25

Upper at 2s-percent chord, station 24$

Lower at 25-percent chord, station 2%

Upper at 3~-percent chord, station 24$

Lower at 35-percent chord, station 2%

U~er at 5C-pmcont chmd, station 2~

Lower at 50-percent chord, station 2%

Upper at 65-Percent chord, station 2%

Lower at 65-Percent chord, station 24$

Ugrpernear aileron gap, station 2%

Lower near aileron gqp, 8tatlon 2%

On nose, etation 29

Upper at 3-percent chord, etation ~

Lower at +percent chord, station 29

~er at 10-percent chord, station 29

.

1

125

183

150

lgo

70

130

51

112

30

25

27

15

25

17

Ui.

15

20

17

157

135

162

6tf

2

14g

229

uf6

224

gg

159

74

135

54

44

@

29

44

29

39

2Q

44

29

196

16Q

207

gg
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612

61

62

53

6Q

S5

S6

S7

s32

s56

~57

Ssg

M3

M2

xl

m.ght

Lower at l~~rmnt chord, station ~

On nose, staticm 33

U~er at 3-peroent chord, station 33

Lower at >percemt chord, etation 33

Upper at &percent chord, station 33

Low&r nt 8-percent chord, station 33

Upper at ll~ercent chord, Btatlon 33

Lower at n-percent chord, statian 33

Upper at 65-percent chord, station 32

On nose, wingtip, station35

Upper, wing tip at >percent chord, station 35

Lower, wing tip at >orcent chord, station 35

Structure temperatures, ‘F

On rib at 7~ercent chord, station 20

On rib at 7-percent chord, station 25

On rib at 7~ercent chord, station 33

Pressur.e night
orifice.

.. . . ,>

P#o

,, “&esuuree In inches of water,rOferred to.cabin

static preesure (+ above, - below)

Static at entrance to b-inch venturi

IP#l Static at throat of >inch venturi

1

123

127

160

112

35

127

70

105

22

42

42

22

122

162

150

1

-i?.k

+4.0

19

2

14g

154

202

145

103

154

gg

135

49

74

7b

54

103

Ml

126

2

-397

+3.2
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‘2AUEE 111. - ~S OR’IZIQET 5STS OF TEQDMKCKM—PREVENTION E@TIEMEN?l

A42

A39

A3g

S74

s72

S70

S71

S73

Mll

I’1.i.ght

Pressnre altitude, feet

Correct indicated airspeed, mph

orTree air temgeratue,

Temperature of air cut of exchanger 3, ‘Y

Tqereture rise, 03’

Weight of air to empennage, pcmnds per hou

Red capacity, exchanger j, Btuper hour

Wing inner panel, alr tmuperatures, ‘l’

In duct at %peroent chord, station 9

At gap exit at g-percent chord, station g

Wing inner panel, skin temperatures,

‘~ above free air temperature

Lower at T-percent chord, station 9

Lower at 4-percent chord, station g

On nose, station 9

U~er at ~percent chord, station 9

Upper at T-percent chord, station g

Wing inner panel, structure temperatures, 0

On rib at ~percent chord, statlong

1

10,OOO

155

+32

353

321

2,450

Mg ,Ooo

2g5

77

128

90

65

32

17

93

2

18,000

155

-4

395

399

1,960

M6 ,000

164

121

M

44

29

60

%’neglectingsmell amount of air flow to wing Inner panel.
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TABLE III (Oonthued)

Thermo-
couple

A35

A36

A37

A32

A33

A~k

A29

A30

A31

867

. s6ti

669

s62

s63

s64

s65

S66

S59

s60

861

—

lllght

Mr into

At upper

At lower

Air Into

At upper

At lower

Air Into

Ri@t stabilizer alr temperatures, ‘r

@P ~ Inbbard station

-p exit, inboard station

gap ed.t, inboard station -

gap~ center Otathn

gap exit, oenter etation

gap exit, center statim

gap t outboard atatlon

Air at u~er gap exit, outboard etation

Air at lower gyapexit, outboard station

Right stabilizer

‘Y above free

On nose, inboard station

Upper near alr exit, i.nboerd

Lower near ah exit, inboard

On nose, center station

skin temperatures,

air tsunperature

etation

etatlon

Upper near alr exit, oenter station

Lower near air exit, center station

~er at

Lower at

On nose,

20-percent chord, center station

20-perm3nt ohord, center station

outboard station

Upper near alr exit, outboard station

Lower near air exit, outboard etation

—

1

U7

55

65

141

99

log

117

tf4

go

28

23

2g

76

57

52

23

lg

76

52

52

2

103

20

35 “

131

go

134

103

50

40

3k

29

24

Ew

64

64

24 ‘

24

w

44

44

—.
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Thermo-
couple

-.

KLo

M9

W

A.24

A.25

A26

A27

m-g

S50

S51

w

A15

JU6

A17

Alx

A19

.

~- III (Continued)

rllght

Right stabilizer structure temperature, ‘~

On rib, Inboard station

On rib, center station

On spar baffle, outboard station

Air into gap,

Air Into gap,

Dorsal.air temperatures, ‘r

bottom station

top station

Air at left gap exit, top station

Air at right gap exit, top station

Dorsal.skin tarperatures, ‘E above

free air temperature

On nose, top station

Left skin near air exit, top station

Eight skin near dr exit, top station

Dorsal structure tanperature, ‘P

On rib, top station

Fin air temperatures, ~

Alr Into gap, bottom station

At left gap exit, bottom station

At right gap exit, bottom station
. .

&r Into gap, oenter station

At left gap exit, center station

1

9Q

lh .

go
.—.

306

214

go

g4

76

71

62

160

292

160

171

117

2

65

126

45 .
.—

341

225

50

55

gg

E%

7U

155

306

---

122

166

103
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W III (Concluded)

Themo-
muple

A20

A21

A22

A23

S40

m

642

S43

S44

845

S46

S47

Su

M4

w
M6

,
Pressure
orifice 1

P612

P#3

Plight

At rightgap exit, oenter Btation

Alr into gap, top station

At left gap efit, tup etathn
.

At right gap exit, top “station

l’inskin temperatures, ‘F above

free air temperature

On nose, bottom station

Left skin near air tit, bottom station

Right ekln near air exit,.bottom station

On nose, oenter station

Left skin near elr exit, center station

Eight skin near air exit, center station

On nose, top station

Left skin ne~ air exit, top etation

IU@t skin near air exit, top station

Fin struoture temperatures, ‘r

On spar beffle, bottom station

On spar baffle, center station

On spar baffle, top station
,. :...

lfli#lt

Preseures in Inohes of water referred.to oabti
statio pressure (+ drove, - below)

6-inohventurithroat static in mpmnage supply duct

6-In& venturi lip statio in eqmnnage supply duct

1

94

94

60

70

12g

67

go

qj

71

71

33

2ff

33

9U

131

70

1

+1.90

+5.69

2

60

60

30

40

144

93

m

107

~u

ab

39

29

29

70

117 .

2

+2.@

+5.50



Figure l.- The B-17F airplane in which thermal ice-prevention equipment
was installed and tested.
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Figure 2.- General vie w of thermal ice-pre ven +Ion sy.s tern, B+7F airplane.
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Figs. 4,5

Figure 4.- Wing outer-panel leading-edge details for B-17F
thermal ice-prevention system.

Figure 5.- Wing outer-panel leading-edge revised and ready for
installation, B-17F airplane.
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NACA Fig. 6
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NACA Figs. 7,9

Figure 7.- Fish-tail type duct for heating lower edge of
carburetor air intake for right outboard nacelle.

B-17F airplane,

Figure 9.- View inside right wing of duct from inboard
to fuselage, B-1’7Fairplane.

—- -,

exchanger





NACA Figs. 10,12

Figure 10.- View inside fuselage of empennage heated- air
SUPPIY duct.

Figure 12.- Leading-edge rib alterations, typical for
dorsal, B-17F.airplane.
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NACn Figs.’ 13,15

Fi 13..- Leading-edge outer skin installation
fin and dorsal, B17F airplane.
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Fi,gure 15. - Heat ed-,air
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inboard port
7F airplane.
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NACA Figs . 16,17,18

Figure 16.- Heated-air supply duct in leading-edge of out-
board portion of B-17F horizontal stabilizer.

..-—

Figure 17.- Tail stack from outboard nacelle, B-17Jj’airplWe,
as revised to provide more transfer surface for

heat exchanger.

Figure 18.- Circulating air intake for heat exchanger in right
inboard nacelle, B-17F airplane.

L.



Fig. i9,20

Figure 19.- Circulating air intake for heat exchanger in right
outboard nacelle, B-17F airplane.

Figure 20.- Outlet for heated air from right outboard
exchanger, B37F airplane.



NACA

Figure

Figs. 21,22

~~.- Overboard dump for heated air from exchanger in
left outboard nacelle, B-17F airplane.

Figure 22. - Installation of durq?-valve drive motor at
outlet in right outboard. nacelle, B-17F ai

exchanger
rplane.
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Klgs . 23,24

Figure

Figure

23.- Heated-air outlet and dump valve for exchanger in-
stalled in right inboard nacelle, B-17F airplane.

24.- Dump-valve and moto”rdrive at outlet to exchanger
in right inboard nacelle, B-17F airplane.
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A – Air +hermocoupks
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